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THIS engine mount destined for over-
seas service on an American made
fighter plane is being fabricated by the
best known method of joining metal —
that is, by welding. For welding makes
equipment a homogeneous, permanent
unit, light yet exceptionally strong. This
versatile process utilizes the Airco oxy-
acetylene flame to make design prob-
lems vanish. It is applied rapidly and
economically even under difficult shop
and field conditions. The apparatus
employed is simple, portable, easy to
operate. » » So versatile is the oxy-
acetylene flame, so varied are its useful
applications in the metal working field,
that it has long since been drafted into
service to speed defense by swiftly cut-
ting metal to close tolerances, by hard-
ening metal surfaces for longer wear,
by cleaning them for faster, longer-last-
ing paint jobs, and by gouging metal
with amazing speed and accuracy.
The interesting booklet "Airco in the
News" shows pictorially many ways
in which Airco products and processes
are being used to help industry speed
up production. Write for a copy.
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. . that these honored dead shall not have died in vain . . ."
MKMOIUAI, STADIIM t (»IA MNS
Engineers Help Make Illinois
WEST POINT of the WEST
By William G. Murphy
Cadet Second Lieutenant, University Brigade
(jeiu'r;il John J. Pt-rshiiig once called Illinois the "West
Point of the West" in a letter, and we, as engineers, should
be proud since engineers take a more active part in the
ROTC unit than any other college. In this connection it
is interesting to note that the curricula at the United States
Militar\ Academy is almost the same as the curricula of-
fered in the college of engineering.
In the eight top ranking cadet ratings at Illinois we
find that five of them are engineers. Heading the list is
the Student Colonel Gerald Homann C.E. '42, who will
guide the reinforced brigade of Illinois to another of its
long string of successful years. John Adkins E.E. '42, leads
the Signal Corps unit of the cadet corps; Howard Schmidt
M.E. '42, leads the Horse-drawn Field Artiller\ while Ra\
Carlen Met.E. '42, commands the Engineer Corps; and
little Don Stevens Cer.E. '42 has the big guns of the Coast
Artillery to play with this \ear. All are Cadet Lieutenant
Colonels.
The military affairs of the campus are handled by the
Executive Committee of the Military Council, on which
sit eleven members. Six of these are in the engineering
curricula.
The Engineers are the third largest unit in the brigade
totaling 726 out of the 4,243, but they make up for their
position by making the other luiits move to keep up with
their records in efficiency and drill. The corps always has
an outstanding drill team and they have won the inter-unit
rifle match since its start.
The Signal Corps depends upon electrical engineers for
its members. Following are the cadet ratings for this semes-
ter in the Engineers and Signal Corps: Cadet Captains:
Engineers; Frederick J. Brockob, V^irgil A. Burch, Edward
J. Corman, V'ernan H. Evans, Francis A. Een, Glen L.
Cjothier, Carl C. Hauser, John M. Hess, Morris B. Joslin,
Mark N. Knight, Arnold N. May, Arnold Mazzucco,
Elio Passaglia, Raymond C. Pownall, Pryor X. Randall,
V^ernon L. Rugen, Lester H. Schneider, Eugene Vermillion,
Robert X. Whitaker. William W. W^uellner; Signal Corps;
\'erne R. Hatch, Thurman R. Hamman. John H. Behrens,
Joseph F. Collins, George S. Jerden, Donald F. Maholm,
Calvin W. May and Rudolph H. Tolts.
Cadet First Lieutenants: Engineers; Richard W. Bailey,
Richard V. Chase, Joseph F. Chinlund, Robert G. Espy,
Francis A. Flaks, George G. Gavin, Carl W. Goepfert,
fohn C. Larson, Homer M. Lefler, Fred D. Logan, John
W. Mcintosh, Robert L. Polk, John P. Roedel, Thomas F.
Wright, And\ ^ uskanich, Edward J. Zasada. Robert J.
Zastera ; Signal Corps; Marshall H. Poole, James S. Thale,
Fred S. Howell, Robert Helms. Robert Schardt, William
Fitzwater, Bobbie P. Walker, Raymond A. Schick, and
Edward L. Hulla.
Cadet Second Lieutenants: Engineers; Dale V. Addis,
Robert J. Alexander, Kenneth L. Bandy, Harlan D. Barei-
ther, W^allace E. Baas, Jack D. Boggs, Raymond H. Boh-
man. James B. Bramlet. John R. Carroll, Mark S. Chris-
tensen, Hilmar B. Christianson, John R. Davis, Robert C.
Fairbain, Everett C. Gregory, Raymond Hamburg, Allen
M. Hennegoen, Warren E. Henericks, Richard H. Horn-
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ing, William E. Kellam, Clyde E. Kesler, William T. Kize-
vich, Raymond \'. Koehler, Arnold F. Kohlert, Edward J.
Krueger, Roger K. Larson, Ralph L. Lippincott, Cjeorge
M. Long, William A. Marenech, James B. Meek, James
Mihalopoulos, Warren I. Mitchell, Robert E. Moore,
Charles R. Glsen, lack Pallister, Arthur T. Pope, Russell
F. Priebe, Llo^d E. Reeser, Donald L. Renich, Frank A.
Rough, Edward L. Rzepecki, Kenneth D. Sauder, Earl L.
Scheidenhelm, t)liver R. Schmidt, Milton B. Sheffield,
Clifford Alan Sheppard, Paul A. Simmons, Earl R. Smith,
Charles L. Turner, Frank S. W\lie.
Signal Corps: Joe J. Dejonghe, C. A. Eversole, Paul
A. Freeland, Ro\ C. (lermain, I^onald L. Henr\-, (Oliver
R. Kirby, John D. Kraehenbuehl, Joseph Malek, Mitford
M. Mathews, Harold Miller, Marvin Xewkirk, Richard
S. Pinsley, Charles F. Fenz, Phillip Rothblatt, Raymond
A. Shick, P. F. Shoulders, Forrest F. Smith, Finlay J.
Stewart, Robert L. Thing, Herman E. Tomei, Charles E.
Waterman, Joseph S. Wexler, Stanley M. Wilcox.
First Seargeants: Engineers; H. DaBoll, H. M. Eich-
staedt, J. T. Luza, W. ]. Xorth, E. A. Roberts, R. H.
Ruskamp, T. V. Rvan, H. C. Schwellensattl, E. F. Wallin ;
Signal Coriis; R. L. Berger, R. O. Aide, E. E. Alt.
Staff Sergeants: Engineers; R. A. Bennitt, D. E. Cook,
K. X. Drager, R. W. Duensing, S. Epstein, O. A. Gabriel,
S. J. Leavitt, O. D. ]VIcDaniel, G. B. Xorth, E. J. Onstott,
C. I. Roach, T. G. Schiennan, T. S. Harris, R. R. Shap-
land, H. J. Sieck, R. W. Tavlor, R. L. Tillman, H. S.
Wandli[ig; Signal Corps: V. A. Rydbeck, W. D. Born,
H. H. Swain, L. V. Wells. R. J. Turner, J. L. Zimmer-
man.
IVIaster Sergeants: Signal Corps; W. X. Cramer, R. C.
Inman, E. S. Rosenberg, H. W. Xaslund, D. T. McDanial,
R. Landreth. Technical Sergeants: Signal Corps; J. E.
Ward, R. J. Crellner, J. L.Kral, F. F. Schorle, Ci. A.
Tripp, C. W. Richardson.
Sergeants: Engineers; D. C. Broughton, M. F. Butler,
C. F. Fry, R. E. Lowry, R. G. Plagg, E. E. Rittenhouse,
B. M. Robinson, C. W. Staben ; Signal Corps; H. J.
Loe.sch, H. L. Bolen, F. C. Huffman, J. M. ^IcDowell,
J. F. Bocchairdi, E. B. Fogelson, E. S. Orloff, S. E. Hepler,
belbert W. Jones, R. C. St. John, P. Fenoglio, H. W.
Sarnowicz, Sture Pier.son, J. C. Hughes, P. W. Borgenson,
X. W. Gening, J. W. Graham, H. L. Schick, R. A. Cron-
inger, R. (j. Mosher, J. C. Dora, R. Franks, J. W. Elling-
son, A. Jerden, T. ^I. Robertson, A. E. Dini, G. W.
McClurel
Corporals: Engineers; R. H. Allen, G. A. Anderson,
R. B. Browne, J. W. Burton, R. Evans, F. R. Deffenbaugh,
T. F. Falta, R.S. Foote, W. A. Groh, D. R. Heinle, R. M.
Hoppe, R. A. Hruska, R. O. Jesberg, A. C. Kadlec, D. R.
Lammering, T- W. Lvddon, "C. G. Miller, J. A. Miller,
L. S. Monroe, D. E. Munie, W. M. Owen, X. A. Pace,
X. F. Payden, J. D. Peterson, L. Schnechtman, A. J. Skale,
S. J. Staniszewski, R. B. Stevens, C. R. Straesser, R. L.
Tillman, D. X. Tunnicliff, R. D. Verdick. and G. M.
Wallace.
(Plen.u- See Pcuje 17)
T. A. M.
Makes the
Big Difference
Photoyraphs by
U. S. Army Siytuil (jorps
By
William G. Murphy Ab<)ve: Hall-trac Soout ("ar can "take il."
—CoHitcsy of li'hilc Motor Co.
IN MILITARY TRANSPORTATION
The war in Europe has made everyone conscious of the
recent developments in the transporting of troops and weap-
ons, and the question in the minds of all is, "What is
America's answer to the rapid strides being made in the
mechanization of the modern soldier. "
Our first completely mechanized unit was organized in
1933, but to the military observer mechanization is not
new—the general public has just become more conscious
of it. During the first World war much of the troop
movement was aided by the old, reliable Mack truck, an''
every front line infantry regiment was supported by its
own light and medium tanks.
Speed and co-ordination are the two new aspects of troop
tronsportation whether it be a mast moving attack by a
Panzer unit or the massing of infantry near the front in
personnel carriers. American mechanical engineers are
proving their superiority everyday by developing new ve-
hicles and improving the old so that our armies cannot be
surpassed in equipment by any other. The modern devel-
opments in short wave transmission ha\e facilitated the
co-ordination of movements even though the units be miles
from their bases.
What was once a tank is now a combat car and the
modern tank is a land-going battleship. Our army has a
light tank capable of 50 mph. on good road and 35 mph.
cross country. It is driven on full tracks, has a revolving
gun turret, and room for a crew of five men. Its armament
consists of a 37 mm cannon in the tvuret supplemented by a
cal. .50 machine gun, 3-.3(t cal. machine guns, and one .45
cal. machine gun.
The new medium tank, only a few of which are com-
plete, weighs approximately 40 tons, is propelled on full
tracks and has two movable turrets and one gvm platform.
This is the new M3 which has a 75mm cannon, a 37mm
cannon, a .50 cal. machine gun, and 2-.30 cal. machine guns
for armament. It is capable of 25 mph. cross country. The
design of this tank has already been modified but the speci-
fications are confidential.
Experiments are being conducted on a design for a heavy
tank which is a combination of the (jerman 70-ton dread-
naught and the 85-ton descendant of the Hritish World War
I land battleship. The weight will be approximately 75 tons
hut the construction data is still strictly confidential.
The old tank has been developed into a fast moving,
Left: M:{ Medium Tanks euiiiin;; off 3 assemhly lines. Chr.vsler Tank .Vrsenal.
Kislit: Troop 15, Sth Engrs. transporting arni.v s<'out ear on flying ferry.
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hard hitting ca\alry weapon capable of 60 iiiph. on good
roads and 33 niph. cross country. The combat car, as tile
cavalry terms the old infantry tank, is the most maneuver-
able of all the fidl track vehicles in the modern army.
The reconnaissance cavalry has two types of four wheel
drive cars which are capable of movements in all t\pes of
terrain. The first of these is the scout car which is nothing
more than a shield of 3-S-inch armor built around a chassis.
The scout car is powered with a White six c\linder valve-
in-head engine, weighs 7 tons, and carries a maximum load
of eight men, but the normal crew is six. It has both
high and low ratio gears with a maximum speed of 60 mph.
on good road and 35 mph. cross country. It can climb a
30 per cent grade in rough terrain and has a roller in front
of the radiator to help lift the car out of all but the steepest
ditches. The 3-S-inch armor plate will protect the person-
nel against all small arms fire since .50 cal, projectiles lose
all \elocity in a point blank penetration and drop harm-
lessly to the floor and all angle fire will glance off without
penetration. The tires are of composition which will absorb
a limited amount of fire and still permit movement. The
car is armed with one .50 cal. machine gun, 3-.30 cal,
machine guns, 3 (larand semi-automatic rifles, and one .45
cal. sub machine gun. All machine guns are mounted on a
track which permits all guns to be fired in any direction.
The second four wheel drive machine is the armored
car which has six wheels and two spares mounted on an
axle to facilitate the movement of the car in rough terrain.
This car is completely enclosed in armor plate with a revolv-
ing turret mounted with a .50 cal. machine guns and also
mounting a .30 cal. machine gun. The armored car re-
sembles the tank without the endless track and is capable
of 60 mph. on good road and 35 mph. o\er rough terrain.
Motorcycles are used more in scout and reconnaissance
movements than attacks and may be used normally to main-
tain contast in column. The machine used is a twin cylinder
motor built to government specifications and mounted with
a .45 cal. machine gun in the center of the handle bars.
The small "mechanical horse" being manufactured b\
the Ford company is being used for almost everything. Its
four wheel drive and small size make it capable of almost
anything a horse can do, and it is harder to ride than any
horse.
In order to mass troops quickly for an attack and to hold
a position taken, troops must be moved with as much speed
as possible. For this purpose there have developed a number
of personnel carriers. Everyone has seen the 1 1-2 ton truck
which will carry 12 men on seat boards. These seat boards
can be removed to carry supplies.
In addition we have the half-track carrier and the four
wheel drive carrier which resembles the scout car. Each of
the latter have armor plate to protect the men against
small arms fire and are heavily armed.
The gun units of the various organizations are being
equipped with prime removers, enabling weapons and the
crews to be transported at a pace w-hich will enable them
to accomplish support of the other units. Many of the
smaller weapons carriers are of the "jeep" or mechanical
horse type with a four wheel drive and two gear ratios
enabling the crew to get the gun into the most difficult
positions. The Field artillery uses large half-track movers
to get its guns and crews to the point of action.
All war is not troop movement and scouting activities
for all machinery tends to break down now and then, and
troops must be fed and supplied. A system of maintenance
has been developed in motorized columns. If the vehicle
which has stopped due to mechanical failure cannot be fixed
by the crew and section leader, it waits for the platoon
maintenance men, and if they find after examination that
they cannot repair the machine, the crew waits for the
company maintenance truck. Each imits has a maintenance
personnel better equipped than the next smallest iniit, and
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Above: Trucks crossing bridge construeted hy ( n. A, 107th
Knyrs. in one hour and "'0 minutes—l.enntli i)f bridiic-,
7? ft.
Helow: Tanli ( ih ps crossing pi>iiti>i>n biidsje. Ilannawa Kalis,
X. V.
in the larger units complete tool and machine shops are
carried with the column.
The Engineers are tle\eloping new equipment carriers
to enable them to carr\' their bridge section and pontoons
with more speed and facilitate the uninterrupted advance
of the fighting troops as much as possible. Among these
is an all-aluminum pontoon carrier and a bridge section
mover.
Another of the recent de\elopments is the placing of
the field kitchen on trucks which enable the cooks to prepare
food on the march, and serve mess to the men immediately
when halting to eat.
The big difference between the German or British ma-
chines and ours is the complicated machiner\. Ciermans
fear the coming of winter because the cold weather will cut
down on the efficiency of their weapons by ice, snow, and
mud getting into the hinges and joints. Another different
characteristic of both the German and British weapons
carriers is that they are carried on the movers, thus necessi-
tating more load on the rear wheels and making additional
machinery for putting the guns into action on the trucks.
The French had a 1939 model Somua tank which even
the Germans admitted to be the best in the Battle of France.
From this brief discu.ssion of the newest types of motori-
zation it is evident that the American engineer has been
preparing this coimtry to defend itself against any invader.
NAMES
in the news
By William R. Schmitz
Freshman in (.' Iwmical Eufiiiu'eyiug
JOHN McINTOSH
Getting an interview witli John Mcintosh is like going
through a research laborator\. John stays at a home that
was set up by the Institute of Boiler and Radiation Manu-
facturers. And to anyone that likes Mechanical Engineer-
ing, it is an ideal place to go through. John shows you the
many gadgets and eqiiipment on the place and \ou wonder
how he keeps it all straight. He takes daily readings and
keeps track of various other data. It is a specially built
house and its purpose is to make tests under actual living
conditions.
John is a member of Pi Tau Sigma, Sigma Tau, A. S.
M. W., Engineering Council; he is co-chairman of A. S.
M. E. and president of Pi Tau Sigma. He is in the ad-
vanced course in militar\- (Engineers) and belongs to
T. N. T.
When asked why lie came wa\' out to Illinois, he said
"It has a well recommended engineering school." John is
an average fellow with quiet, false shyness. Since his home
is in Albany, N. Y., you might expect one of his hobbies
to be skiing, and it is. He also likes to hunt and to play
tennis, expects to be called to military service but doesn't
know just when. Sales engineering appeals to him and he
lists physics and mathematics as favorite courses contributing
to his 4.0 average. He'd like to work for the General Elec-
tric Co., at Schenectady, New York.
The M. E. "prexy" urges a five year course to "broaden
out" the curriculum to include other than technical sub-
jects. "One great improvement" would be to include co-
operative courses in the curriculum, i. e., work six months
and then go to school six months—the "Cincinnati system."
John lives alone at the research home. Lonesome?—Oil,
no. He has too much work around there to get lonesome.
He greatly enjoys tlie life tht he leads—sort of like a
guinea pig a la Astor.
•lo)in Bob
BOB GROVE
Hob Grove is president of the Student Branch of Amer-
ican Ceramic Society. He also is on the engineering council,
and belongs to MIWA, men's independent organization.
He did not take military here at the University, but
played in the band instead. Thus he followed up his love
for music that he found in high school. Bob lives at Mt.
Carroll, Illinois, and there he sang in the boys' quartet that
won first place in the state contest. He would have liked
to join the glee club here at the I niversity, but "could never
find the time to spare.
"
Although he ne\er played any \arsity football or bas-
ketball here, he ilid participate in them at high school. And
he lists sports of all kinds as his hobby.
To any freshman. Bob gives this advice, "W'ork hard
when you work, and play hard when you play. Organize
your time and studies so that you can get the most done."
He warns that there is a hard road ahead for the frosh to
tra\el and says not to be discouraged.
Bob has a great love for Illinois and thinks that there
is no place like it. He is specializing in ceramic engineering
and would like to head a personnel administration.
Our last question to Bob was "What do you think of
the 'Technograph' ?" To this delicate querry he replied
that he liked it very much and that it was a definite boost
to the engineering school. It also tended to unite the stu-
dents and the facidtv of the engineering department, he
thought. ( P.S.—We ho|ie so too.)
BOB OWENS
Tall, brown-haired Bob Owens is a product of Blue
Island, Illinois. He came to Illinois because he felt that
Illinois had what he wanted. Bob thinks, and he righth
should, that Illinois has the best engineering school in the
country. He is the second member of the family to come to
Illinois, his sister having attended before him.
Bob is an independent, and on the sideline he buys food
for a co-operative dining hall. It is up to him whether or
not the rest of the boys eat. Both I. S. G. E., and the En-
gineering Council count him as a valuable member.
Bob says that all freshmen shouhl join some activity.
"Usually they wait imtil they are seniors and then try to
crowd in as many things as possible. They like to have a
long list of extra-curricular activities to show at their inter-
\iew for a job." But he cautions: "They shouldn't try to
enter too many things, and then not do anything worth-
while in any of them."
He is reputedly a pretty good dancer, and enjoys at-
tending as man>' dances as possible, also enjoying tennis,
ice-skating, and trumpeting. He only plays the trumpet for
his own "amazement," not for other people's.
In looking toward the future, he'd like to get into sales
engineering work. However, Bob is registered under the
selective service law and is deferred until school is out. He
niav try to get a commission in the na\\, although he is not
certain about this. His opinion on world affairs is that it is
only a matter of time until Hitler will be defeated by his
own people.
Bob is a general engineer and tloesn't want to specialize
too much. He wants to ha\e the background of engineer-
ing in order to be able to go out and sell engineering
products. He has an average of 3.^ . . . his fa\orite sub-
ject: Machine Design and Shop Work.
As a t\pical engineering student. Bob really enjoys life
at the University. When he first came here, he felt that the
place was too big. But since then he lias come to feel
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Telephone lines are life lines. Tliey carry
the communications so vital to our expanding
defense program.
The photograph shows wires being made into
a telephone cable. Such cable—containing bil-
lions of feet of this wire— is being rushed by
Western Electric to meet the urgent telephone
needs of the armed forces and of industry.
So too, in vastly increased quantities, are being
sped telephones and switchboards— and radio
apparatus for the air forces and the Signal
Corps.
The efficiency of Bell Telephone service is
more than ever essential to government and
business, and now as always Western Electric
can be counted on to supply the life lines.
Western Etectric . . . is back of yourBell Telephone service
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differently, and feels that he is more of a part of the school.
He gets "a big kick" out of the social life here at Illinois.
He finds girls very friendly and he usually gives them a
"break" b\ daring once a week.
RILL M.\LLOY
Wm. C. .Mallo\ is better known to all his friends as
"Pat" .Mall()\. The nickname came about because as he
says, "I was just Irish enough for 'Pat' to be a natural nick-
name." Pat hails from a town named Dahinda, Illinois. That
name was given to it by the Indians, and it means "behind
the hills." (Aren't we all ?)
Pat is a member of .A. S. M. E., of which he has been
treasiner, member of publicity committee, and is the co-
chairman for the coming year. He is on the executive cabi-
net of the interfraternity council ; member of Phi Eta Sigma,
freshman honorary society; Sigma Tau ; and is President of
Triangle Fraternitx'.
When asked for his reason for coming to Illinois, he
replied, "I wanted security." Pat had worked at various
part-time jobs after he had left high school and he coiddn't
find anything permanent. He said that he could picture
himself being driven from one job to another the rest of
his life, and that did not appeal to him. He believed that
he would like to be an engineer, and because Illinois has
"one of the finest engineering schools in this part of the
country," he came here.
Thinking the M. E. course too narrow he suggests
courses in economics, industrial management, history, and
literature shoidd be included in the curriculum of Mechani-
cal Engineering. "There is too much theory and there are
not enough practicable courses.". Unquote.
When questional about Illini feminity, Pat says "The
co-eds here at Illinois can't be beat anywhere." He has not
settled on an\ certain one as yet, usually having dates during
the week ends and an occasional coke date during the week.
(Let the girls beware!)
Sporting a 4.0 a\erage, Pat is doing very well in his
studies we think, and find he favors Machine Design, labor-
atory courses, T. A. \l., and Mathematics. His studies
don't take all of his time and he hobbies his spare time with
reading, meeting people, campus politics, and rifle shooting.
The Pratt and Whitne\^ Aircraft Co., at East Hart-
ford, Conn., employed him last summer, and after his
graduation he hopes to go back there—especially to the ex-
perimental test department.
Hill) Owens Hill
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ZINC
Good Soldiers!
When the Country Calls,
The Zinc Industry Responds
IHE Zinc industry cheerfully and willingly accepts its share in fulfilling the present pro-
gram for National Defense, just as it has always, year in and year out, given prompt, capa-
ble and efficient response when called upon to serve the needs of individuals and industry.
The present emergency brings with it an unprecedented
demand for Zinc. Directly and indirectly, the require-
ments for National Defense involve the use of hundreds
of thousands of tons of this indispensable metal. At the
same time, the civilian industry demand is constantly
increasing.
The real recognition and appreciation of the value of
the service which Zinc renders comes at times like the
present. Back of the metal itself, is the great industry
that produces it—the miners, the smelters, the fabrica-
tors. All are bending every effort to meet not only the
nation's needs for Zinc, but also to cover current produc-
tion for civilian use. Production has been raised to
record-breaking figures, and still the output increases.
Consumers in every field are assured that the vigorous
efforts being made by the industry to balance supply and
demand will be sustained.
The American Zinc Institute continues to offer its co-
operation to educational and extension agencies and
welcomes opportunities to be of service.
ZINC IN INDUSTRY
The essential part that Zinc
plays in a multitude of impor-
tant products should be under-
stood by every well-informed
technician. The location of ore
deposits and smelters; mining
and smelting; important uses of
Zinc, such as galvanizing, brass
manufacture, die-casting, rolled
zinc, paint pigments and many
other applications—these are
discussed in
'The Zinc Industry"
a "mine to market" outline in
32-page booklet form. Impor-
tant data relative to the produc-
tion and consumption of Zinc
are given in
''Facts About Zinc"
Copies of both of these book-
lets will be sent upon request.
AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE
INCORPORATED
60 East 42nd Street, Newr York, N. Y.
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ILLUMINATION NOW!.. By Haywood F. Talley
Darkness and quiet prevailed. Only seldom was the
darkness pierced by a streak of light extending from a door
quickly opened and closed by an emerging resident. Very
infrequently was the ghostly silence broken by the slow,
steady tread of a night sentry or by the brisk steps of a
reporter hurrying to or from the offices of a transcontinental
cable conipani,'. Suddenly the terrifying shriek of the air-
raid alarm split the air and for seconds all the sounds that
could be heard were accompanying echos and the pounding
of one's own heart. The blaikout was perfect.
-Moments later the drone of enemy planes coLild be
heard in the distance. As they drew near a per.son could
not help but shudder with the realization that there were
no doubt more enemy planes on the way than had yet
attacked the capital. Long moments passed as the planes
grew nearer and nearer; the roar of their engines grew
louder, Louder! Yes, they were now over the opposite
side of the city. Already the reports of several exploding
bombs had been heard. As the planes grew nearer, the
bombs began to drop faster and faster. The planes grew
nearer, Nearer! In only a few seconds they would be
overhead. Could nothing be done to stop them?
Almost as suddenly as the air-raid siren broke the silence,
the powerful beams of several batteries of anti-aircraft
searchlights flicked on to light the midnight skies. Soon it
was possible to force the entire attacking command to a
rapid retreat. Yes, ILLUMINATION made the differ-
ence.
Anti-aircraft searchlights of the t\ |)e pictured on the
cover of this issue of the Technograph have a mirror five
feet in diameter and candlepowers of unbelievable intensity.
Special characteristics include high-intensity carbon arc,
12
remote electric control, ready mobility and sturdy construc-
tion to withstand shocks incident to transportation. Each
searchlight has its own remote electric control station and a
light weight portable power plant with flexible cables for
connecting the searchlight to its control and power plant.
Each unit is complete within itself and consequently can be
operated either in a battery or independently, and in neither
case is dependent on an outside source of power.
The Army, Navy, and Air Corps have highly specialized
lighting requirements for fortifications, naval stations, air-
ports, seadromes, and ships, as well as extensive require-
ments for the lighting of camps for trainees, Xation.il
Guardsmen and enlisted men. At these camps an endeaxor
is made to provide every needed means for maintaining the
essential health and efficiency of the men, and good light-
ing is necessarily one major endeavor.
Some idea of the size of the Army and Navy lighting
requirements may be gained by the fact that in the last
fiscal year the Army bought more than 5 million incan-
descent lamps, 34 thousand street lamps, and ten thousand
five hundred lights of special sizes or specifications. An
Army cantonment of from one to five thousand troops
uses more than 16 thousand light bulbs a year. An Army
four-motored bomber of the flying fortress type has about
two and one-half miles of wiring in its electrical wiring
and power system, while a battleship carries more than 160
miles of power and control cable. -A battleship of modern
design has about 6,800 lamps installed in fixtures at one
time, and carries two extra for each of these. This new
type under construction averages 4() fluorescent fixtures
.•unojig its 2,.150 ceiling fixtures.
(Please See Paye 17)
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"No sinell,noise, jolt, etc...'*
"Positively the most perfect
machine on the market" was
the manufacturer's descrip-
tion of this horseless car-
riage in 1900. And only the
rich could afford such per-
fection. Parts were finished
by hand. Interchangeability
of parts was unheard of. Then
came man-made abrasives such
as "Carborundum", and later
"Aloxite", to help bring about
the mass production that has
made available to everybody
that miracle of transportation-
the modern American car.
The use of man-made abrasives made it possible
to finish parts to uniformly close limits of
accuracy. Interchangeable crankshafts, cams,
cylinders, pistons, gears could be produced
in quantity for instant assembly. Better-
built cars became available at new low prices.
And the same mass production methods extended
to other products have helped bring us a new
standard of living.
A leader in the advancement of grinding.
Carborundum now supplies abrasive prod-
ucts for obtaining finishes of unbelievable
accuracy. No matter what type of industry
you may be identified with after gradua-
tion, you will find it profitable to use
Carborundum engineering experience. The
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Carborundum and Aloxite »re rcjristered trade-marks of
Bud indiiale manufaciurf hy The Carborundum t-umpany
.
CARBORUNDUIA
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HERE is a case in which oppoitunity practically knocks the <loor down.
Writers, editors, illustrators, salesmen, draftsmen, typists, clerks, and ainone
with a good workable idea is being urged to join the Technograph staff rioiv.
Did you work on your high school paper or yearbook? Many of our staff writers and
editors did too, and you may want to add to your past experience as they did.
Not all of our staff are old-timers at the journalism game of coin'se—they are
just enjoying the opportunities this staff offers to budding engineers.
Our magazine is one of the four pviblications of the lllini Publishing Company,
and has been a growing concern since 1883. Matrix ke\s arc awarded each year
to students who have been acti\e on tlie staff, and you can get your bronze key
after this year's participation in the Technograph as an activit\. You can look
forward to advancement too. for ability and hard work are e\ery bit as important
as seniorit)' here.
Will it take your time? Yes it will—several hours a week ordiiiariK, but
>ou'll enjo\' that time as much as aii\ minutes you spend (except with the girl
friend perhaps). Your name and the material you write or draw will appeai- in
type and that's always a thrill for even the most hardened veteran.
The Technograph is having a banner year this \ear as host to LCMA (Engi-
neering College Magazines Associated), so if you want to join our "family" and
meet Sheldon Leavitt, Rob McCleary, Hill Cramer, Haywood Talley, August L ttich,
Hill Murphy, Hill Schmitz, John Morris, Alex Green, and our new recruits, be sure
to contact us. You are welcome at our office in 213 Engineering Hall, and if
you have some news suitable for the engineer's consumption bring it around. We
hope to restore the engineer as a man of prominence on the engineering campus,
and to do that we need your help. Whether you've had experience or not get in
touch with Richard Landon (Phi (jamma Delta), our Husiness Manager, or the
undersigned who tries to edit this sheet. Just reach me at the Technograph (Office
or at 1210 West California, Urbana. (Phone 7-2820). If you are a freshman
you may be one of the 25 we need, and if you are a sophomore or j\inior the door
is open to you, too.
I li.ite to mention this, but the onh' cost of joining the 'J'crhimf/rtifih staff is a
little thought and time. The rewards may be pleasuie, sense of achievement, im-
pro\ement of your writing ability, or perhaps, as it has for a number of graduates
from the staff, a better job when you enter the business world. Think it over
and you'll call us right away if you are the kind of fellow we think you are ....
a good engineer!
DoxAi.ii K. Stevens
Editor, [Ik TciJinni/nit'h
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Mile and a-half of Conveyor
lubricated by
^^The Man who isnH There! ?9
^r.'siv^^ ,,
-'S!
-^i .,^'* <- i %sV-
.
-^ ?»- "v
• Yes, 16,000 bearings at the Shasta Daiu
project, greased regularly by Yehoodi's old
man—the phantom of the operation.
Seriously, the secret is New Departure
anti-friction bearings, self-sealed against
dirt and lubricatcd-for-life!
Just another "new departure" by New
Departure— another "famous first" bv an
alert company whose products arc ideas as
well as ball bearings.
If you arc to become a mechanical
Conveyor Bearing
self-sealed
and
lubricated-for-life
engineer, you just cannot escape New
Departure—because these finer anti-friction
bearings are used wherever shafts turn—
and nothing rolls like a ball in the Forged
Steel bearing.
The whole absorbing story of anti-
friction bearings is told in a beautifully
ilhistratcd 112-page book we'd like to send
\ou. Ask for "Why Anti-Friction Bearings."
New Departure, a Division of General
Motors, Bristol and Mcriden, Connecticut.
/K'ew
THE FORG
VepanXune
ED / STEEL BEARING
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TECHNOCRACKED.. 9
By Robert E. McCIeary
Juii'or ill Electrical /uiiSiiirrrini;
Kiifiinceis can't imilcistaiid the girls who tifquciit Kani-
cicrs' Annex on Daniel every nij^ht, smoking, coking and
pLning cards. Are they really one-semester co-eds, or are
the\ brilliant and don't have to stiuh , or what? Techno-
graph may investigate the L.A.S. student sometime just for
the helluvit.
Perhaps we deedn't worry—we'll all probably be over-
seas soon, getting our heads blown off with the rest of the
boys . . . nothing like making the world safe for the Demo-
crats. \ou know.
hist
add
Pet peeve of Technocracked is the drawing of obvious
conclusions by otherwise well meaning people, i. e.. You've
got a heavy date. See, you're washing up the car with
gusto and hard labor, see, and some one comes by and
deduces brightly: "Cleanin' her up, hey?" Gad, don't it
make you smoke? Bye the bye, gentle readers, speaking
of smoke, do you know any girls you'd like to see inhale?
I know some I'd like to see there, too.
I wonder what it is about a cow that makes the stuff
she gives so costly ? She is unpretentious enough and no one
would think the grass she eats and the water she drinks
could finally be worth 16c per quart . . . Cann\ critters.
them cows. An\uay, 1 iniderstand anxious parents can
hardly wait nowadaxs until junior gets old enough to take
up the whisky habit . . .
No one has forgotten the pig-roast the Ceramics threw
last year. It ended up at "Bunnies " in I rbana, remember?
The atmosphere became (so I am told) so murky it was
hard to recognize each other uiuler the table . . . And then
the boys started singing that old gold-rush epic about "A
bunch of the boys were whooping it up, in one of the Yukon
halls, etc . . . CEXSORED . . . hut we can't talk abc
that, here.
We woiuler if an\ of the R.( ).T.C. bo\s at camp
summer met Maizie
—
you know, the one that couldn't
or subtract, but was able to work the whole division
Yooi's trooh lived in Chicago all last summer . . . .
working ( ?) with some of the 50 odd (what am I saying)
other U. of I. engineers who were employed at the Carnegie-
Illinois Steel Mill . . . certainly an expensive place to live
—
Chicago . . . you arn't in there 1^ minutes before, bang!
goes anothei' nickel for peanuts ... a wicked place, too;
people staying out vuitil 11 :30, drinking cokes and smoking
cigarettes, that there new fad from down East. Nite life
in Chicago seems to consist in spending money like water
to obtain drinks that taste just that way . . .
Many of the seniors will take, or have already taken,
inspection trips. Chem. engineers at Purdue were taken
through a brewery in the Last last \ear . . . Lucky fellows
... It should happen to us.
We hope there will be another "Slide Rule Shuffle"
this year. It gives those engineers who are exponents of
"Whatchaknowjoe" jive and "Solid Sending" a chance to
show off. Besides, did you ever see more beautiful women
at one time than were at that dance? Engineers may not
date often, but when they do, well, any old crock just
won't do . . . it's got to be the best, or within certain
rigidly standardized limits, (plus or minus something, you
know.) On the same subject—do ceramists know more
about crocks, er, ah, girls, than other engineers? We're
askin', not tellin'.
Overheard a tout at Washington Park tell a friend, "I
broke even on the horses today, and boy, did I need it!" . . .
All which goes to prove that the only person who cleaned
up following the horses was an old fashioned street sweeper
. . . there really were two of them. Very good friends,
broom-mates, you might say. Corn\' But def!
Let's make like we didn't know from nothin' and ponder
about who our next president will be . . . King Franklin
seems to have an "in" with our country's history. Man\
feel as does the Chicago Tribune (pfffttt), that while we
may not get a chance to vote for Roosevelt every day, it
sure seems like it. Oh well, good engineers can still get
deferred . . . We should worr\-—those who don't like R. O.,
we mean.
The other day a Southerner named Smith in the T.A.M.
department gave one class of T.A.M. 3 some good advice
about how to arrange one's studies amidst an impending
beer-bust. It was very good advice.
INSIDE DOPE
A physics professor whose initials are Donald William
Kerst has whipped up a job that's called an electron acceler-
ator. Watch Technograph for more news of this. Maybe
it will put Illinois on the map . . . put it there again, we
mean, of course.
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WEST POINT OF THK WEST . . . (from pay,- .i)
The men listed above are the leaders in the college which
furnishes the military leaders to the ROTC. These men
are instructed by men who have at one time or another in
their career served their country as reserve otiicers; in tact,
many of the men on the faculty of the engineering college
ar still acti\' in military' training during the summer montlis.
What wdl happen to the engineers after they leave col-
lege? Many of them will be serving their country in some
way or another that we might be better prepared to defend
ourselves. Some of these already have their commissions
in the engineering department of the na\y which will be-
come effective when they graduate. Chick Irish, Met.E. is
one of these who will be found around the high seas after
graduation.
The Ordnance and munitions industry will call man\
of the mechanical and chem engineers either as officers in
the army or as civilian aides.
Finally there will be many engineers in the new Armored
I)i\isions which are revolutionizing modern warfare. To
the organizers of this corps the training of an engineer
means dependability and initiative.
ILLLMINATIOX NOW! (frow page 12)
Sufficient and proper illumination of classroom, draft-
ing room, shop, and industrial plant also has an effect on
liefense efforts. Other contributory applications of defense
illumination include lighting for traffic safety. Si\t\ per-
cent of all traffic fatalities occur after dark, though onl\
about one-ourth of the normal 24 hour traffic moves over
the road at night. The additional traffic due to defense
industries in many areas has unavoidably sent the night
accident figures skyrocketing. Rut here, too, modern illum-
ination methods are at work, now providing modern safety
lighting for defense.
Why Worry?
Have
WEBER
Make You Some
Guaranteed
Pictures Now
On John Street
NEW EYES OF DEFENSE
By Norman Pintchuk
As the eyes ot the world rest upon Hitler, the eyes of
the United States Army are getting their share of attention.
Throughout the many camps in the United States soldiers
are using modern, precision-made iiitrunients in the comse
of their daily duties. The officials in charge of buying optical
instruments for use in the army and t\;\\\ make sure that
every instrument comes up to government specifications by
checking each individual piece of equipment before it is
accepted.
Hoth the army and the navy use nian\' C^ptical instru-
ments, but—surprisingly, the army uses a greater variety
than the navy. The army uses aerial cameras, range finders,
surveying equipment, telescopic gun sights, search light
lenses, bomb sights, binoculars, and the French Aiming
Circle. The navy, in turn, uses range and height finders,
telescopes, and binoculars. In both the arm\' and the navy.
goggles for fliers are ground to svnt the indi\i(lual.
The cameras which are used for aerial photography are
of a special design. A new type of lens was developed for
the army to make it possible for them to take clear, sharp
pictures from high altitudes. The size of the average nega-
tive used by the army is five by seven inches. When a photo-
graph is taken from an altitude of five thousand feet, the
images of objects on the ground are ver\ minute and must
be greatly enlarged and studied with an aerial stereoscope.
This is done to get an accurate view of the objects on the
A TAP LOOKS QUITE SIMPLE
BUT...
To make a good tap for a particular job
may require a special kind of steel, expen-
sive automatic machines, milling machines,
accurate grinders that will finish threads to
dimensions much less than a human hair,
and years of experience in heat treatment.
These are some of the reasons why it pays
to look for the "G.T.D. Greenfield" trade
mark on taps and other threading tools —
the mark of the oldest and largest company
in the business.
GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
^l^GREENFIELD
r»PS • DIES GAGES • TWIST DRILLS • REAMERS SCREVy PLATES • PIPE TOOLS
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ground. Hy this means the army can tell if an object is mere
camouflage or not. After this stage, a multiplex aerial map-
ping machine is used. This equipment projects stereoscopic
pictures showing the terrain in full detail. With this ma-
chine, contour maps may be drawn and elevations estab-
lisheil. Xecessar\ information is thus obtained for effective
artiller\ control.
Range finders are very important because they control
the fire of one-tenth of the army and all of the navy guns.
The range finder that was installed on the battleship Xorth
Carolina contains more than 1500 mechaifical parts includ-
ing almost one hundred lenses and prisms. This construction
took one-half of the total time spent in building the ship.
In spite of what most people think, the range finder is a
sturdy instrument. It niList be air and water tight and re-
istant to vibration and shock.
Probably some of you are wondering how a range finder
works. Well, it is very simple if you remember your geo-
metry. The range finder furnishes the operator with one
siile and the two adjacent angles of a triangle, with the
target at the apex. From this information and b\' triangu-
lation, exact distances can be calculated quickly within the
range finder itself. Final range accuracy depends on the
\islbilit\' and optical and mechanical accuracy of the range
finder. From this simple explanation you can see that a
poorlv made lens may mean a miss instead of a hit in a
fight.'
There are man\' different kinds of glass, but basically all
are silicate compounds. Complex gla.sses have been prepared
with one or more of the fluorides of potassium, sodium, and
lithium. The ingredients of optical glass are mixed and
weighed with the most exacting caie. The pots, or crucibles.
In which the chemicals are placed, are made from materials
as carefiilly chosen as those for the glass Itself. Refractory
requirements are exacting. When the glass Is In the liquid
state It will fuse with the pot. In this wa\' any Impurities
or pieces of the pot might have some effect upon the glass,
.md it would be inferior.
The phenomenon of refraction is responsible for the
value of the glass in optics. The atomic structure of the
silicate molecules is such that they will let light pass through
them. If the structure is so fixed that one or more atoms are
out of place, these atoms will reflect light and cause dis-
tortion In the light waves that pass through the lens. Because
of this fact, cooling the gla.ss is a very important step in
the manufacturing procedure. A uniformly cooled unstressed
glass is desired. After cooling, onl\' a small per cent of the
original glass is suitable for further processing, and only
the portions of clear flawless glass are cut out iov fine
lenses.
Precision optical work means grinding and polishing to
Incredible accuracy. The limits which manufacturers are
allowed are to within 0.0000058 of an Inch. Thus you see
that the temperature of the room would be a variable factor
unless some steps were taken to minimize the expansion and
contraction due to temperature changes. Usually the whole
plant is air-conditioned. Other elaborate precautions are
observed as In a watch factory to Insure accuracy. From
these modern optical factories, where precision is a fact and
not a fancy, come great Items for the nation's defense. They
aie realh gising the armed forces new eyes for old.
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WHAT BEARINGS WOULD
YOU SPECIFY FOR THE
CRANK SHAFT OF AN OIL
FIELD ENGINE?
If you were called upon to design a
gas, Diesel or steam engine for oil
field work how would you support the
crank shaft? If you knew your bear-
ings you wouldn't have to think twice.
You would do as most of the leading
engine builders do
;
you would mount
the crank shaft on TIMKEN Tapered
Roller Bearings—single or double,
according to the length of the shaft
and the H.P. of the engine.
This would assure a smoothly-
operating engine that would transmit
its maximum power rating to the job,
for main bearing friction would be
eliminated. Full protection against
both radial and thrust loads would be
assured. Wear on the ends of the crank
shaft would be prevented because all move-
ment takes place within theTIMKEN Bearing
itself. Main bearings would seldom, if ever, have
to be replaced on account of wear. Crank shaft
alignment would be maintained indefinitely.
You can learn a lot more about crank shaft
bearings and many other applications by study-
ing the Timken Reference Manual. We will
gladly send you a copy. Write for it. Know
your bearings—be a better engineer.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING
COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
TIMKEN
TAPERiO ROLLER REARIHGS
Manufacturers of TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings
for automobiles, motor trucks, railroad cars and
locomotives and all kinds of Industrial machinery;
TIMKEN Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seam-
less Tubing; and TIMKEN Rock Bits.
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UFKIN ^
• "METALLIC" WOVEN TAPES
Woven, finished and coated to protect
against wear and moisture, to resist stretch-
ing and shrinking, and to prevent fraying
at the edges, the Lidkin "Metallic" is con-
sidered the best woven tape made.
WRITE FOR FREE COMPLETE CATALOG
I06 La(a,«»< SI. SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
Canadian Facta,
y
WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
Your Slide Rule
Has Joined the Army
Sorry no slide rules for sale (except the dol-
lar pollyphase). The defense program absorbs
more rules than K. & E. can make. But they
are still increasing production and within
four months YOUR slide rule should be
ready for you. Sorry.
UnJA ersitv Book Store
202 S. Mathews ' 610 E. Daniel
Eat at
CHARLIE'S RESTAURANT
Where Engineers Meet for
Quality in Food and Service
OPPOSITE PHYSICS BLDG.
202
'/2 S. Mathews
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CANADA'S DEFENSE
By Robert ¥.. McGleary
Jtiniiir in Hlectrical Engineering
Is Canada (ioinu; her share towards winning this war?
Canada, officially at war. has no selective service act. How
e\tensi\e is her industrial support? Are we in the L nited
States carrying the brunt of the war aid to the Allies in
production? These questions bother us until we observe
the records.
Production rates and the ingeniuos means used to con-
vert Canada into an arsenal for Democracy indicate that
she is definitel\- doing her share. Army, naval, and air
force guns of latest type are now coming from Canada.
These include the 'Tommies' Lee Enfield rifle, the Bren
'machine gun-rifle' (550 rounds per minute), the Colt-
Browning aircraft gun used in Spitfires and Hurricanes
(1,200 rounds per minute), the Boys anti-tank rifle, Bofors
40 millimeter anti-aircraft gun (120 rounds per minute up
to 10,000 feet), Vickers twin mounted 5 calibre naval anti-
aircraft guns (600 shots per minute), two pounder anti-tank
guns, the new 25 pounder field piece, twelve pounder naval
gims, and new depth charge mortars.
Also new is a Canadian built twin mounting for Lewis
guns for anti-aircraft use, the gunner leaning backward in
a sling during high angle firing.
In the last war, Canada had only one armament plant
where only the Ross rifle was made. Today new plants
are springing up, the Regina plant of General Motors of
Canada Ltd. will immediately undertake 100 per cent arma-
ment production, Sorel Industries Ltd. at Sorel, Quebec,
is producing the new rubber tired 2'^ pounder, and the
Chrysler Corporation has loaned men and technicians to the
great Simard Companies who, in co-operation with both
British and Canadian governments, is responsible for a great
part of Canada's ordnance production.
The Schneider-Cruesot Plant of France had loaned
Canada technicians. After France fell, these men had to
return to their families, probably under threat from the
invaders, and thus handicapped Canadian production. The
active enlistment drive in Canada is also taking machinists
for the air force as pilots and maintenance men.
In spite of these handicaps, Canada expects to reach
her peak production on schedule, February, 1942. At this
time, total production of automatic guns will reach 147,500
units per annum. A newly authorized modern army rifle,
authorized last August, will shortly reach production of
"thousands per month." Information is lacking on the
heavier gun production, but the program to date has met or
bettered every delivery promised.
Artillery production is an intermediate between extra-
ordinarily high grade jobbing work and precision mass manu-
facture. Quantities may run into a matter of thousands
per year; ample to justify repetition methods. The time
element requires means whereby unskille<l hands can be
enabled to produce in quantity.
Design of components is solely for correct functioning.
Modifications for more efficient and cheaper manufacture
are often impossible or difficult to arrange m such a short
time. Time also does not permit the development of spe-
cialized tools such as in the automotive industry. There-
fore, standard machine tools rather than production units
bear the brunt of production. Hand finishing also adds to
(Please see page 22)
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For Better
PHOTOGRAPHS
It's
Duncan -Erber
Studios
614 E. GREEN STREET
1st door next to Co-Ed
Call 2741 for your
lllio Appointment
Garhers'
Modern Cleaners
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the time and cost of these precision products. 16,0()() man-
hours is the actual time consumed to produce the intricate
twin gun mountings for naval guns.
Of interest to engineers is the rifhng process where, in
accordance with latest developments, 21 separate broaching
cutters, of successiveh' increasing sizes are integrally mount-
ed and pushed through the drilled barrel simultaneously to
complete the job in one operation. ICach cutter takes a cut
of .015 meter. This screw powered broaching machine
carries the broaching spindle forward while the circular
broach is simultaneously rotated by a helical groove run-
ning over fi.xed keys in the stationary head.
Of interest to T. A. \l. 3 and 63 students is the pro-
cess called 'Auto-frettage,' used in barrel pioduction. This
is a method for automatically producing internal compressive
stresses in the bore, formerly achieved by winding layers of
steel wire under high tension about the barrel. The object
is to have the bore under compressive stress when the initial
bore piessure is zero. Thus the explosion pressure must
overcome the original compressive stress before the steel is
strssed in tension.
This initial compressive stress is conveniently done by
fluid at high pressure expanding the cylinder at room tem-
perature until almost all the metal has been stressed beyond
its elastic limit. The metal at the bore, being stressed the
most, attempts to maintain its permanent set after >ieldi[ig
plastically. 1 he outer layers, having onl\' been stressed
within tiieir elastic range, attempt to return within their
original dimensions, compressing the inner layers. The fluid
is glycerine and water, for water alone under such pressures
at room temperature would freeze.
Think, men, T.A.IVI. may win this war!
Speaking of Detroit, it has been declared the health-
iest cit\ in the U. S. Evidently, dodging automobiles is
;i healthful exercise.
Giving is a Fine Art
Ifr Help You With
• Gifts Well Selected.
• .\ttractively Packed for Giving.
O Greeting Cards for .\11 Occasions to
Accompan>' Gifts.
Strauch's at Campus,
709 S. Wright
I' (}) CiiKiidiiti'ecl i\ (itcli Service
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The ramparts we build...
AS OUR COUNTRY moves through
_/^ perilous world events, national
defense is uppermost in our minds.
Is defense production fast enough?
Is American industry turning out
the goods? How are American en-
gineers and production men meet-
ing defense problems?
Here's how matters stand at
Westinghouse:
We are engaged in building more
than $300,000,000 worth of equip-
ment for the national defense pro-
gram. On our books are more than
3,600 defense orders. To meet sched-
ules, we must produce $960,000
worth of apparatus every day
—
$40,000 every hour—between now
and the end of 1941.
Every one of the Company's 26
manufacturing divisions is working
on national defense projects; most
of them on a three-shift basis.
Employment is at an all-time
peak of 75,000, a gain of more than
25,000 since a year ago. One in three
Westinghouse employees is new.
To avoid delays due to shortages
in materials and to release metals
needed for other defense projects,
substitute materials committees
have been organized in every West-
inghouse plant to find ways to make
use of new materials v/herever pos-
sible. One result: our Merchandis-
ing Division alone has found ways
to save 1,500,000 pounds of alumi-
num out of next year's manufac-
turing schedule. That's enough to
build 130 Army bombers.
Many things ^e are making for
the Navy, Army, and defense in-
dustries are military secrets, but
we can mention:
Parts for control units on anti-
aircraft guns.
Special land, sea, and air radio
equipment for the Army and Navy.
High-speed X-ray equipment, ca-
pable of examining soldiers at the
rate of one a minute.
Army binoculars.
Fluorescent lamps for "blackout"
plants and others.
Secondary networks for defense
plants. These are systems of power
circuits and equipment so arranged
that if one part of the factory is de-
stroyed, current will continue to be
available in all undamaged sections.
Some of the things we're making
for air defense are:
Special meters and instruments
for Army airplanes.
Lightweight generators and volt-
age regulators to supply and control
electric power in Army planes.
Bomb fuses, now being turned
out at a high rate. Production will
be doubled again in a few weeks.
Plastic parts for aircraft, includ-
ing Micarta pulleys and fair leads
to guide the control wires inside
planes.
Radio sending and receiving ap-
paratus.
Lighting systems for airports and
seadrome lights capable of convert-
ing open waterways into landing
bases for seaplanes.
Now at work on propulsion
equipment for more than 100
Navy ships is the Westinghouse
Steam Division plant at South
Philadelphia.
Driving gear for 80 merchant ves-
sels also is being made at this plant.
Besides helping to build our first
lines of defense Westinghouse
is supplying power equipment
urgently needed for the speed-
up of its own and other defense
industries.
Our East Pittsburgh Works this
year will double its 1940 produc-
tion of generating equipment.
The Generator Division com-
pleted this year the three largest
water-wheel generators in the world
— 108,000 kilovolt-ampere giants
for Grand Coulee.
The Motor Division will produce
enough motors in 1941 to develop
2,660,000 horsepower; enough pow-
er to drive all the machinery in 50
steel mills. Majority of these motors
will be driving machinery for defense.
This, in outline, is the way the
Westinghouse Company and
Westinghouse engineers are do-
ing their share in national
defense.
TVfestinghouse
Westinghouse Electric and Manufocturing Co., Pittsburgh, Po.
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MOSQUfTOES DON'T
ifKE RED ifGHTS
Z'^r'I" in Cleveland, Ohio, a group of engi-
^^^ neers and entomologists has been spending
a lot of warm summer evenings sitting arounti
under a strjng of colored lights. But any
passerby who got the impression that the\' had
joined the rocking-chair brigade would be ver\
much mistaken. They were conducting a scien-
tific experiment to determine what color lights
attract, and what repel, night-flying insects.
Results: rnosquitoes and most other night-
flying insects don't like red lights, prefer blue.
Hut since re4 is not a very satisfactory color to
work under, the scientists suggest that if yf)u
must work under a lamp outdoors, yellow light
provides the' maximum advantages to himian
beings with fhe minimum attraction to insects.
A HALF DOZEN
LEFT HANDED BUCKETS
PLEASE "
VLVlr^hM\>ZT> BUCKETS
T TNI, IKE) the famous fellow who wanted a
^-^ left-hand monkey wrench, the young man
at the winqpw is perfectly in the right if the
buckets he wants are the buckets for a steam
turbine. Fqj- a double-flow turbine for ship
propulsion htis both right- and left-hand buckets.
There's riji important reason ffir using this
construction. Though it sounds more compli-
cated, a double-flow turbine operates at higher
speed, weighs less, and occupies less space than
a single-flow one. All these are distinct advan-
tages when the equipment has to be installed
in a ship, where space is at a premium. And in
times like these, when turbines must be turned
out in a hurry, the smaller metal parts required
represent an advantage in manufacture, too.
General Electric, which has probably built
as many naval and marine turbines as any
other single manufacturer, is right now making
more of them than at any time in its history.
And by taking advantage of every engineering
and manufacturing advance, it is turning them
out on what approaches a mass-producti(3n
basis.
WANT A BOOKLET?
^^Or required reading m any course we ever
^ ^ heard of. But if lightning should strikeyou
some day, you'd be glad to know what hit you.
This booklet explains the whys and wherefores
of lightning. Tells you how to recognize light-
ning when you see it, how to catch it if you
should want to take some home to pla^' with, etc.
In fact about the only thing missing is a "light-
ning" index to enable you to thumb to your
favorite passage in less time vhan it takes to
say "blitz."
And if >'ou have just been on a textbook-
bin'ing binge, you ma>' be interested in the fact
that this 24-page pamphlet is free.
If you are interested, write to the General
Ellectric Company, Dept. 1 24F,, Schenectady,
N. Y., and ask for "The Stor)' of Lightning,"
based on the work of Dr. Karl B. McF.achron
author of the book, "Playing with Lightning."
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